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Parallel versus sequential updating for Belief Propagation deoding
Haggai Kr and Ido Kanter
Minerva Center and Department of Physis,
Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, 52900, Israel.
Abstrat
A sequential updating sheme (SUS) for the belief propagation algorithm is proposed, and is
ompared with the parallel (regular) updating sheme (PUS). Simulation results on various odes
indiate that the number of iterations of the belief algorithm for the SUS is about one half of the
required iterations for the PUS, where both deoding algorithms have the same error orretion
properties. The omplexity per iteration for both shemes is similar, resulting in a lower total
omplexity for the SUS. The explanation of this eet is related to the inter-iteration information
sharing, whih is a property of only the SUS, and whih inreases the "orretion gain" per iteration.
PACS numbers: 89.70.+C 89.20.Kk
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I. INTRODUCTION
Error orreting odes are essential part of modern ommuniation, enabling reliable
transmission over noisy hannels. Bounds over the hannels apaity were derived by Shan-
non in 1948 [1℄, but more than four deades passed before odes that nearly saturate the
bound, suh as Turbo ode [2℄ and LDPC [3℄ were presented. In reent years, an interesting
bridge was established between error orreting odes and statistial mehanis of disordered
systems [4, 5, 6℄.
It is well known that as the noise level in a hannel inreases, the deoding time (measured
in algorithm iterations) also inreases.[7, setion 3.2℄. Furthermore, as the noise f approahes
the threshold level, fc, the number of iterations diverges as a power-law, t ∝ 1/(fc − f)[8℄.
Hene, the aeleration of the deoding proess, or the redution of the required number of
iterations, is essential to ensure a smooth information ow when operating near the hannels
apaity.
In this paper we propose a variation of the well known Belief Propagation (BP) algorithm
[9, 10, 11℄, whih we label as "Sequential Updating Sheme" (SUS). The omplexity per iter-
ation of the SUS is similar to the omplexity per iteration of the regular Belief Propagation
(BP) algorithm, with Parallel Updating Sheme (PUS). However, simulations over a Binary
Symmetri Channel (BSC) indiate that for a given ode, the SUS requires about one half
of the iterations in omparison to the PUS, while the averaged bit error probability, pb, is
the same.
This artile is organized as follows: In setion 2 the parallel and the sequential updating
shemes are dened. The distribution of the deoding time obtained in simulations over BSC
for both shemes are presented in setion 3. In setion 4 the omplexities of the sequen-
tial and the parallel updating shemes are ompared. A qualitative theoretial argument
supporting the aeleration of the deoding proedure in the SUS is presented in setion 5,
and a detailed desription of the simulations is presented in setion 6. A brief onlusion is
presented in setion 7.
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II. THE BP ALGORITHM
A. Notation
We fous on transmission over a BSC where eah transmitted bit has a hane f to ip
during transmission, and a hane 1− f of being transmitted orretly. Most of our results
were obtained using Makey and Neal's algorithm (MN) , desribed in detail in referene
[9℄. Briey, the algorithm is dened as follows:
A word of size n is enoded into a odeword of size m, (Rate = n/m), using the following
binary matries:
A : a sparse matrix of dimensions (m× n)
B : a sparse and invertible matrix of dimensions (m×m).
The enoding of a word s into a odeword t is performed by:
t = B−1As (mod 2) (1)
During the transmission, a noise n is added to the data, and the reeived odeword r is:
r = t + n (mod 2) (2)
The deoding is performed by alulating z = B · r
z = B · r = B · (t+ n) = B · (B−1 · A · s+ n) = A · s+B · n = [A,B][s, n], (3)
where [ ℄ represents appending matries or onatenating vetors.
Denoting H = [A,B] and x = [s, n], the deoding problem is to nd the most probable x
satisfying: H · x = z (mod2) , where:
H is (m× (n +m)) matrix
z is the onstraints (heks) vetor of size m.
x is the unknown (variable) vetor of size n +m, termed variable vetor.
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This problem an be solved by a BP algorithm. Following [9, 12℄, we refer to the elements
of x as nodes on a graph represented by H , the elements of z being values of heks along
the graph. The non-zero elements in a row i of H represent the bits of x partiipating in the
orresponding hek zi. The non-zero elements in olumn j represent the heks in whih
the jth bit partiipates.
We follow Kanter and Saad's (KS) onstrution for the matries A,B [8, 12, 13℄. This
onstrution is haraterized by very sparse matries and a yli form for B, together with
relatively high error orretion performane.
For eah non-zero element in H , the algorithm alulates 4 values [10℄. The oeient q1ij
(q0ij) stands for the probability that the bit xj is 1 (0), taking into aount the information
of all heks in whih it partiipates, exept for the ith hek. The oeient r1ij (r
0
ij)
indiates the probability that the bit xj is 1 (0), taking into aount the information of all
bits partiipating in the ith hek, exept for the jth bit.
The algorithm is initialized as follows. The oeient Qj is set equal to our prior knowl-
edge about that bit j. In our simulations we assume Qj = 0.5 if it is a soure bit (j ≤ N),
and Qj = f if it is a noise bit (j > N). Then the q values are set: q
1
ij = Qj ; q
0
ij = 1 − q
1
ij
for all non-zero elements in the jth olumn.
B. Parallel Updating Sheme (PUS)
The PUS onsists of alternating horizontal and vertial passes over the H matrix. Eah
pair of horizontal and vertial passes is dened as an iteration. In the horizontal pass, all
the rij oeients are updated, row after row:
r0ij =
∑
(all configurationswith xj=0, satisfing zi)
∏
j′ 6=j
q
xj′
ij′ (4)
r1ij =
∑
(all configurationswith xj=1, satisfing zi)
∏
j′ 6=j
q
xj′
ij′ (5)
where it is lear that the multipliation is performed only over the non-zero elements of the
matrix H .
A pratial implementation of (4) and (5) is arried out by omputing the dierenes
δqij ≡ q
0
ij − q
1
ij , and δrij ≡ r
0
ij − r
1
ij is then obtained from the identity:
δrij = (−1)
zi
∏
j′ 6=j
δqij′. (6)
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From the normalization ondition r0ij + r
1
ij = 1 one an nd:
r0ij = (1 + δrij)/2 ; r
1
ij = (1− δrij)/2 (7)
(For a detailed desription of this method, see [9℄).
In the vertial pass, all q1ij, q
0
ij are omputed, olumn by olumn, using the updated values
of r1ij , r
0
ij:
q0ij = αijp
0
j
∏
i′ 6=i
r0i′j (8)
q1ij = αijp
1
j
∏
i′ 6=i
r1i′j (9)
where αij is a normalization fator, hosen to satisfy q
0
ij + q
1
ij = 1, and p
0
j , p
1
j are the priors.
Now the pseudo-posterior probability vetor Q an be omputed by:
Q0j = αjp
0
j
∏
i
r0ij (10)
Q1j = αjp
1
j
∏
i
r1ij (11)
Again, αj is a normalization onstant satisfying Q
1
j +Q
0
j = 1 , and i runs only over non-zero
elements of H . Eah iteration ends with a lipping of Q to the variable vetor x : if Qj > 0.5
then xj = 1, else: xj = 0. At the end of eah iteration a onvergene test, heking if x
solves Hx = z, is performed. If some of the m equations are violated, the algorithm turns
to the next iteration until a pre-dened maximal number of iterations is reahed with no
onvergene (our halting riteria are desribed in detail in setion 6). Note that there is no
inter-iteration information exhange between the bits: all rij values are updated using the
previous iteration data.
C. Sequential Updating Sheme (SUS)
In the SUS, we perform the horizontal and vertial passes separately for eah bit in x. A
single sequential iteration for the bit xj onsists of the following steps:
1. For a given j all rij are updated. More preisely, for all non-zero elements in olumn j
of H , use (6,7) for updating rij . Note that this is only a partial horizontal pass, sine
only rij 's belonging to a spei olumn are updated.
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2. After all rij belonging to a olumn j are updated, a vertial pass as dened in (8,9) is
performed over olumn j. Again, this is a partial vertial pass, referring only to one
olumn.
3. Steps 1-2 are repeated for the next olumn , until all olumns in H are updated.
4. Finally, the pseudo posterior probability value Qj , is alulated by (10,11).
After all variable nodes are updated, the algorithm ontinues as for the parallel sheme:
lipping, heking the validity of the m equations and proeeding to the next iteration.
III. RESULTS
We performed simulations of deoding over a BSC using various rates, blok length and
ip rates (f) and with the following onstrutions: (a) KS [8℄ onstrution; and (b) Irregular
LDPC odes, following the Luby - Mitzenmaher - Shokrollahi - Spielman onstrution
(LMSS), desribed in [3℄. Note that the LMSS ode diers slightly from the MN ode, but
still has a similar form of the BP sheme. We ompare the distribution of the onvergene
times of the PUS and SUS by deoding of the same odewords (samples).
Figure 1 presents the distribution of the onvergene times (measured in algorithm iter-
ations) for PUS (lled bars) and SUS (empty bars) . The ode rate is 1/2, f = 0.08 (the
hannel apaity is ≈ 0.11 ) and the blok length is 10, 000. The statistis were olleted
over at least 3, 000 dierent samples. The onverging time for the SUS is about one half
of the onverging time for the PUS. The average onvergene time for the PUS is 32.12
iterations for the KS onstrution; 28.52 for the LMSS onstrution; while for the SUS the
average onvergene time is 16.7 and 16.32 iterations, respetively. It is worth mentioning
that the superior deoding time does not damage the error orreting property of the ode.
In both onstrutions the observed bit error rate, pb, after PUS or SUS, is nearly the same
(see Table 1 for details).
In Figure 2 the ratio between the onverging times, (SUS/PUS) per sample is plotted
(time is measured in algorithm iterations). For the vast majority of the samples this is very
lose to the average rate. This indiates that the double number of iterations for the PUS
in omparison to the SUS is the typial result.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the onvergene times (measured in iterations) for PUS and SUS (lled
and empty bars, respetively), for the KS and LMSS onstrutions. Rate is 1/2, f = 0.08 and blok
size n = 10, 000.
Table 1 presents similar measurements for other rates and noise levels. Results indiate
the following general rule. Independent of the onstrution, the noise level and the rate, the
onvergene time of the PUS is around double the number of iterations required to ahieve
onvergene in the SUS. (As our statistis was olleted over ∼ 3000 samples of blok size
104, we do not report the exat value for pb ≤ 10
−5
).
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Figure 2: The ratio of onvergene times, SUS time / PUS time, per sample (time is measured in
algorithm iterations). The rate is almost a onstant (0.5) independent of the partiular sample.
onstrution
< tPUS >
(iterations)
< tSUS >
(iterations)
〈
tSUS
tPUS
〉
〈tSUS〉
〈tPUS〉
bit error
rate (PUS,
SUS)
KS,R=1/2, f=0.09 58.3 28.4 0.488 0.504 5.4 · 10−5, 5.5 · 10−5
KS, R=1/2, f=0.08 32.12 16.7 0.519 0.5076 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10
−5
KS, R=1/2, f=0.07 23.0 11.54 0.505 0.501 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10−5
KS, R=1/3, f=0.159 65.58 32.54 0.496 0.5236 3.4 · 10−4, 2.08 · 10−4
KS,R=1/3, f=0.15 40.53 21.28 0.525 0.525 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10
−5
KS, R=1/5, f=0.23 103.9 54.66 0.526 0.5005 1.9 · 10−3, 1.9 · 10−3
KS, R=1/5, f=0.21 36.98 19.46 0.527 0.526 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10
−5
LMSS, R=1/2, f=0.08 28.52 16.32 0.572 0.573 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10
−5
LMSS,R=1/2, f=0.07 17.90 10.94 0.611 0.612 pb ≤ 10
−5, pb ≤ 10
−5
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IV. COMPLEXITY PER ITERATION
In this setion we show that the omplexity per single iteration is almost the same for
both methods. Hene, the gain in iterations represents the gain in deoding omplexity.
For both shemes, the alulation of the pseudo posterior probabilities, the lipping and
the onvergene tests are idential, so they an be exluded from our disussion. Further-
more, the vertial passes in the two shemes are idential, hene the only remaining soure
for a possible dierene in the omplexity for the two shemes is the horizontal pass. For
simpliity, we assume a regular matrix H of dimensions m rows by n olumns, whih has k
nonzero elements per row and c nonzero elements per olumn. (One an easily extend the
disussion to inlude irregular matries, but the onlusions are the same).
In the PUS, eah horizontal pass onsists of k subtration operations to nd δqij 's and
(k−1) multipliations to nd δrij 's (using (6)) for eah bit. The alulation of r
1
ij & r
0
ij from
δrij requires two additions and two multipliations (7). The total number of operations per
iteration for the PUS is given by
additions:
m(k + 2k) = 3mk (12)
multipliations:
m(k(k − 1) + 2k) = mk(k + 1) (13)
In the SUS, horizontal passes are done separately for eah bit, summing to n · c passes in
total. Eah horizontal pass onsists of k − 1 subtrations to nd δqij′ for all partiipants
in the hek, exept for the urrent bit, and k − 1 multipliations are required to alulate
δrij. The alulation of r
1
ij & r
0
ij from δrij in this sheme requires two additions and two
multipliations per bit. Hene the total omplexity is given by
additions:
nc(k − 1 + 2) = nc(k + 1) (14)
multipliations:
nc(k − 1 + 2) = nc(k + 1) (15)
Realling that mk = nc, we have:
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• (13) equals (15), so the same number of multipliations is performed in both ases.
• (14) beomes m(k2 + k), whih for k > 2 is larger than (12). However, for small k
( k ≤5 for KS, and 〈k〉 is of the same order for LMSS), the inrement in the total
fration of additions is small. Furthermore, one must remember that the omplexity is
dominated by the number of multipliations.
Note that the abovementioned omparison was made under a straightforward implementa-
tion of both algorithms. In advaned algorithms the following improvements an be adopted
in order to redue the omplexity of the shemes.
1. Some savings an be made for the horizontal passes in the PUS, for instane, omputing
∏
δqij for the entire row, and dividing by eah δqij element, or reomputing δqij only
for updated bits in the SUS.
2. PUS an be implemented simultaneously over all heks (variables) using several pro-
essors. The implementation of SUS in parallel over a nite fration of the heks
(variables) is possible, but may require a speial design.
3. SUS has some advantage in memory requirement, sine only a olumn vetor of the
urrently updated rij is required, whereas for the PUS the whole rij matrix must be
retained simultaneously.
V. QUALITATIVE THEORETICAL EXPLANATION
The key dierene between the two algorithms is the inter iteration information exhange,
whih is a property of the SUS only. Let us denote by rtij , q
t
ij ≡ the values omputed in
iteration t. In the PUS all rtij values are determined by the q
t−1
ij values (values of the
previous iteration), and the qtij 's are determined by these r
t
ij 's . In the SUS, after a bit is
updated, the following bits that share a hek with it are already exposed to the updated
information. For instane, assume xj and xk share a hek i, i.e. Hij = Hik = 1, and assume
j < k. In iteration t, rtij is updated using q
t−1
ik ; however, proeeding to the kth olumn, r
t
ik
is updated using qtij , the most reent available information.
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In other words, in the SUS, the rst bits to be updated utilize the previous iteration data
(qt−1ij ). A group of bits use mixed data from previous and urrent iterations and, nally,
some of the bits are entirely updated by information from the urrent step (qtij).
The gain in the number of iterations for the SUS an be qualitatively well understood by
the following argument: Sine the deoding proedure terminates suessfully (with some
small pb) and the number of orret bits inreases monotonially, it is evident that on average,
the urrent knowledge is superior to the knowledge of previous iteration.[14℄
An important question is raised regarding whih part of the SUS is aelerated in om-
parison to the PUS. The aeleration of the SUS may be a result of one of the following
regimes: (a) a faster asymptoti onvergene; (b) a faster arrangement in the initial stage
of the deoding from random initial onditions; or () a uniform aeleration over all the
stages of the deoding.
In order to answer this question we perform the following advaned simulations. We
run the PUS and reord the number of orret bits in eah iteration. The orretion gain
of eah iteration is dened as the inrement in the fration of orret bits. At eah step
of the PUS we prepare another replia of the system with the same initial onditions, the
same qij and rij, and run one iteration of the SUS. The orretion gain of the SUS is then
ompared to that of the PUS. In Figure 3 we plot the rate between the sequential and parallel
orretion gains as a funtion of time (marked ×). This rate is nearly 2, with relatively small
utuations along the deoding proess. In other words, on the average the SUS orrets
twie the number of bits in omparison to the PUS, independent of the state of the deoder.
(The simulation was performed on the KS onstrution with rate 1/3, f = 0.155, blok size
10000, 20 dierent samples, and all onvergene times were normalized to a 0-1 sale.)
The observation that the orretion gain uniformly distributed over all the stages of
the deoding raises the question of whether there is a superior updating order of the bits
produing a orretion gain greater than 2. For one iteration of the KS onstrution, it may
be better to update the bits from left to right than in the reverse order. For rate 1/3, for
instane, the right-most part of the matrix (about 25% of the olumns) ontain only one
non-zero element per olumn, and this element is also the last element in its hek. These
bits are entirely updated by urrent iteration data, resulting in an inreased orretion gain.
At the left-most end, on the other hand, there are 7 non-zero elements per olumn (for rate
1/3 onstrution), so that only a small fration of them are the "last bit" for all the heks
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Figure 3: The rate between the orretion gain of SUS and PUS versus the time (iterations).
The data was olleted over eah iteration of a KS onstrution, rate 1/3, f = 0.155 and blok size
10, 000. The symbol × represents a forward updating order, and ◦ represents a reverse updating
order. The orretion gain rate is almost time independent, and is higher for forward updating due
to the properties of the KS onstrution.
in whih they partiipate. Most of the bits are updated by mixed information from the
urrent and previous iteration, resulting in a smaller orretion gain. In Figure 3 the rate
between the orretion gain for SUS and PUS for reversed (right to left) updating order
is marked ◦. This rate is evidently less than for the left to right updating. Preliminary
simulations indiate that by arefully seleting the updating order one an save 10%-30% of
the iterations relative to a plain left to right sequential updating.
VI. SIMULATIONS
In this setions the tehnial details of our simulations are desribed. We generate the H
matrix at random, distributing the non-zero elements as evenly as possible without violating
the onstraint of the number of elements per row/olumn. No speial attempt was made
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to selet a "good performing" matrix. For the KS struture, we generate the x vetor as
follows: The soure bits were set to 1 or 0 with probability 0.5. The noise bits were set to
0, and then exatly a fration f of the bits were seleted randomly and ipped (f is the
ip probability). The hek vetor z was omputed by z = Hx, and the algorithm solved
Hx′ = z. We found pb by omparing x & x
′
, for the soure region only. The soure length
seleted was n = 10, 000 (resulting in x of length 40, 000, and z of length 30, 000 for rate
1/3).
For the LMSS struture, following [3℄ we always deoded the all-zero odeword, generating
the noise vetor n in the same way as desribed above. The hek vetor z was omputed,
z = Hn, and the algorithm solved Hn′ = z. We found pb by omparing n & n
′
(in the LMSS
version the "deoding" ends when the noise vetor is found and the transmitted vetor, t,
is related to the reeived vetor, r by t = r + n(mod 2). Finding the soure message from t
is not dened as part of the deoding problem). We used a noise vetor of length 20, 000,
orresponding to a hek vetor of size 10, 000 (rate 1/2).
In both ases the ip rate, f , was seleted as being lose enough to the ritial rate for this
blok length suh that the deoding is haraterized by relatively long onvergene times.
However, the ip rate f was hosen not too lose to the threshold in order to avoid a large
fration of non-onverging samples. After the hek vetor z was onstruted, it was deoded
both in parallel and sequential shemes, and the number of iterations was monitored. We
dened 3 halting riteria for the iterative proess:
1. The outome x′ fully solves Hx′ = z.
2. The algorithm reahed a stationary state, namely, x′ did not hange over the last 10
iterations.
3. A predened number of iteration was exeeded ("non-onvergene"). This number
was seleted so as to be far larger than the average onverging time (500 iterations in
our ase).
The vast majority of samples onverged suessfully. More preisely, less than 0.2% samples
failed to onverge or reah a non-solving stationary state.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that the SUS outperforms the PUS in the onvergene time aspet by
a fator of about 2. Sine the omplexity per iteration of the two shemes is nearly the
same, the gain in iterations is similar to the gain in the deoding omplexity. The time
gain is probably related to the inter-iteration information exhange, whih is a property of
the SUS. This explanation is also onsistent with the observation that the gain is uniformly
distributed over all the deoding stages. The question of whether the number of iterations
an be redued by a fator greater than 2 by updating the bits in a speial order is urrently
under investigation.
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